
HOUSE No. 367.

Special Report of the Railroad Commissioners,
WHO WERE DIRECTED TO INVESTIGATE AND RE-
PORT upon the Rates charged by Railroads
within the Commonwealth for the Trans-
portation of Passengers, Bicycles and Bag-
gage.

Jan. 25, 1900.

To the Honorable Senate and the House of Representatives, in General Court
assembled.

The Board of Railroad Commissioners respectfully submit
the following special report, called for under the following
resolve of the Legislature of 1899 :

Commcmtocaltl) of iflassacljusctts.

Resolve directing the Board of Railroad Commissioners to in-
vestigate AND REPORT UPON THE RATES CHARGED BY RAILROADS
within the Commonwealth for the Transportation of
Passengers, Bicycles and Baggage.

Resolved , That the board of railroad commissioners is hereby in-
structed to investigate the matter of passenger fares upon the several
railroads operating within the Commonwealth, and the question of
uniformity thereof, and the rates and regulations for carriage of
bicycles and of baggage of passengers upon said railroads, and report
whether in their judgment any legislation is necessary as to such rates
or regulations, and especially whether any charge should be made for
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the transportation of bicycles or of baggage, and whether a uniform
rate, not to exceed two cents a mile, should be charged for passenger
transportation on said railroads within this Commonwealth; and to
investigate the uniformity of suburban rates, the extension of subur-
ban limits, and the feasibility of the railroads issuing five hundred
mile mileage books at two cents per mile ; such report to be made, if
practicable, to this general court, otherwise on or before January
fifteenth to the next general court.

The work of the Board during the past year has been seri-
ously interrupted by the resignation of Hon. John E. Sanford,
its chairman. The loss of his distinguished services necessarily
postponed the inquiry under this resolve until late in the year.
A thorough investigation into, with a report ofany value upon,
the entire group of questions presented in this resolve, so far-
reaching in their scope, has been impossible within the limited
time at our command since the reorganization of the Board in
October. We have been able, however, to complete our inves-
tigation under that part of the resolve relating to the rates and
regulations for the carriage of bicycles and baggage of passen-
gers, the uniformity of suburban rates and the extension of
suburban limits. We respectfully suggest that we continue
the inquiry into the rates charged generally for carriage of
passengers throughout the State and the question of a uniform
rate per mile upon all railroads, and include the results of the
inquiry in the next annual report of the Board. In the addi-
tional time thus granted a consideration can be given to these
matters which will be more commensurate with their importance
and the public interest in the subject. The inquiry can then
extend into a comparison between the rates charged and con-
ditions existing in this State with the rates charged and con-
ditions existing elsewhere, —a knowledge of which cannot fail
to be profitable in the discussion of this problem.

In the performance of our duty under the resolve three
public hearings were held, of which ample notice was given by
publication in newspapers in various parts of the State, at such
intervals as would tend to call attention to the discussion going
on and the opportunity for all persons interested to present
their views. At these hearings the railroad corporations were
repi’esented by their counsel, and those particularly interested
in the several questions involved were represented by advo-
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cates. At the conclusion of the hearings the investigation was
farther pursued by the exercise of the authority conferred upon
the Board by statute to require such information as it desires
from those in charge of the management of the railroads, and
through such other methods as were deemed profitable.

Carriage of Bicycles.

This subject had already been twice considered by the
Board, first under a resolve of the Legislature of 1896 and
again upon petition of the Massachusetts division of the League
of American Wheelmen a year ago. The conclusions then
reached by the Board are set out in their annual reports of
January, 1897, and of January, 1899. The facts presented at
the recent hearings were substantially those which had been
presented at the previous hearings. Aside from the fact that
the number of bicycles carried over the railroads in the aggre-
gate was less during the past year than during the year before,
and that to some extent improved facilities for carrying them
had been furnished, no new conditions appear to have arisen.
The discussion of the subject, however, would seem to have
taken a somewhat different trend at the different hearings. At
the hearing of 1896 the principal complaint urged was that the
rates then being charged were unreasonably high. As a result
of the agitation at that time a tariff was adopted by agreement
between the parties interested, making a material reduction in
these rates and establishing them upon a basis deemed just and
reasonable. At the hearing of last year it was urged that
there should be a change in this tariff by making the charge in
all cases one of ten cents. It was shown, however, that the
bulk of the bicycle transportation was within a distance that
brought it under the ten-cent charge as fixed in the tariff. In
view of this and of the evident necessity of unusual care and
attention in handling bicycles in order to secure safe transporta-
tion, no change was recommended. The argument addressed
to us at the last hearing was to the point that a bicycle should
be considered personal baggage, and as such should be trans-
ported free of charge. An accepted definition of baggage is
“ articles of necessity or convenience for personal use and such
as it is usual for persons travelling to take with them.” It is
said, in the opinion delivered by Mr. Justice Fletcher in the
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case of Jordan v. Fall River R. R. Co., 5 Cush. 72, that “ It is
impracticable to prescribe an exact rule or to define with pre-
cision what may properly be included in the term baggage, as
used in connection with travelling in public conveyances.” It
has been decided in one case in the United States that a bicycle
is personal baggage within the legal meaning of that term. On
the other hand, it has been decided in an English court that a
bicycle is not personal luggage. There is now pending in the
courts of this Commonwealth a case which will probably reach
final decision within a year, in which this is the sole question
at issue. Although the changing customs of travel might tend,
from time to time, to bring within the legal definition of bag-
gage articles of one kind and another that had never before
been thought to fall within it, to extend the legal definition so
as to include bicycles would seem to open the gate to free
transportation unreasonably wide. As suggested in an English
paragraph, a bicycle is a vehicle, and belongs on the roadway,
not on the sidewalk with parcels and personal bundles. If a
bicycle is transported free, why not other vehicles? In a num-
ber of States bicycles have been declared to be baggage by
statute, and in others by agreement between the parties they
are transported upon the railroads free of charge. Aside from
the question of the constitutionality of such legislation, we are
not persuaded that there is any reasonable demand for it in this
State, in view of the present moderate charge for transporta-
tion. AVe believe the strength of the argument of those favor-
ing legislation, that by carrying bicycles free therailroads would
gain more in revenue from increased travel than they would
lose by giving up the tariff, should be left to the decision of the
parties interested, as a business proposition. Inquiry into the
results of the recent legislation upon this matter in the State of
New York shows widely different views on the part of different
railroad managements and on the part of wheelmen. The
managers of certain systems that have a peculiar interest in the
encouragement of travel of this kind have concluded that, as a
business policy, free transportation of bicycles is productive ot
good results, and have accordingly changed their attitude upon
the matter; others maintain that it works a loss of revenue,
and is an unreasonable requirement. In view of ail the circum-
stances, we recommend no legislation upon this subject.
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Charge upon All Baggage.

The advisability of a radical change in the custom prevailing
in this Commonwealth, and as far as we know throughout the
United States, by the introduction of a rule that there should
be a charge for transportation upon all personal baggage, was
urged at the public hearing by the representatives of the League
of American Wheelmen and by others. It was stated by the
first-named gentlemen, that, should all baggage carried on
passenger trains be subject to a tariff, there would be no fur-
ther demand on their part for free transportation of bicycles.

It seems to the Board that such a reversal of established pol-
icy would be a step backward rather thanforward. It is urged
that free transportation of personal baggage is inequitable, in
that it imposes upon the traveller without baggage the burden
of paying for the carrying of his neighbor’s trunk as a part of the
expense which determines the price of his ticket. While theo-
retically this may be so, the burden is a trifling one to the indi-
vidual, and is, generally speaking, compensated by the fact that
the greater proportion of passenger traffic where no baggage is
carried is in the districts where much lower rates of fare are in
vogue, as, for example, upon suburban trains.

Moreover, the experience of travellers in other countries, in
some of which it is the rule to have all personal baggage sub-

ject to charge, proves that this plan works great annoyance
and inconvenience. The delay and trouble caused at stations,
particularly where there is much travel, in fixing the amount
of charge by weight or otherwise and arranging for payment
and receipt, as well as the tendency to load the seats and avail-
able space with bundles retained by the passenger in his per-
sonal care from economic or other reasons, is considerable, and
the cause of much provocation. The last-named evil would
be felt with peculiar force in cars constructed as our passenger
cars are, which are provided with limited space for small par-
cels, and with narrow passageways through which all passen-
gers must pass. As stated in a judicial opinion, where this
topic was under consideration, “ It is now well settled, and is a
matter of great and general convenience and accommodation ino o
this age of universal and perpetual traveling, that passenger
carriers are responsible for the baggage of a passenger, and
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that the reward for conveying the baggage is included in the
passenger’s fare.”

It may safely be said that in allowing to passengers free
transportation for a reasonable amount of personal baggage and
in the method of handling baggage the railroads of this country
are in advance of all others. For this reason, we recommend
no legislation on this subject.

Extension of Suburban District.
Very little unfavorable comment has been made upon the

present limits of the suburban district. The territory included
in a radius of fifteen miles out from Boston has now been com-
monly accepted as the suburban district. In the effort to fix
any arbitrary boundary line, some dissatisfaction will always
exist. A further extension of this territory would only call out
new criticism of the same kind as that made as to the present
boundary. There seems to be no general demand at pres-
ent for any extension, and no apparent reason why there
should be.

Suburban Rates.Uniformity of

The subject of suburban fares was before the Board under a
resolve of the Legislature of 1898, and the report upon it
appears in the annual report of the Board of January, 1899*
A description is there given of the character of the suburban
traffic and of the varieties of tickets in use. No change appears
to have been made during the past year in respect to these
matters.

Particular attention was given in that report to the discussion
of a proposed twelve-ride ticket, to be issued upon the same
terms as the fifty-ride ticket now in use. After careful con-
sideration, the Board were then of the opinion that the intro-
duction of such a ticket would involve a loss of revenue in the
suburban business, and that they could not recommend it under
existing circumstances. At the recent hearings the subject of
a twelve-ride ticket was again brought up. The Board have
therefore re-examined the grounds upon which their former
conclusions as to this ticket were based. Statistics covering
even a broader field of investigation were furnished upon re-
quest, and have been closely inspected. Making due allow-
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ance for the difficulty of ascertaining from these figures the
exact effect produced upon the general result by one only of
several contributing causes, the Board feel reinforced in their
position that the introduction of a twelve-ride ticket upon all
railroads would work a decided reduction in revenue, affecting
them in different degree, according to the character of their
suburban business and its relation to the entire traffic.

In circumstances of established prosperity a readjustment of
fares, even though it should cause some loss of revenue, might
fairly be required in the public interest, and therefore be a
change which the railroads ought to recognize and which in the
absence of such recognition the Board might properly recom-
mend. It is apparent, however, that at present the suburban
business of the railroads is not established upon a prosperous
and permanent basis. The figures furnished at the request of
the Board, giving the standing of the suburban as separate
from the general business of the four principal railroads during
the past year, are interesting. The annual returns from these
railroads show the effect to some degree of the general improve-
ment in business. The total number of passengers carried
upon all the railroad lines within the State in 1899 was 102,-
043,980, —an increase over the previous year of 103,258 ; the
total gross revenue received from this source was $30,310,-
157.30,—an increase over the previous year of $504,399.48 ;

while, on the contrary, the accounts as made up by the several
companies relating exclusively to suburban business for the year
1899 show a decrease of 1,520,697 in the total number of
passengers carried and a decrease in revenue from this source
of $155,723.52, as compared with the number of passengers
carried and revenue received in the preceding year. In one
case only, that of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-
road, there was a very slight increase in the number of passen-
gers carried and in the revenue derived therefrom. In other
words, the suburban business still continues to decline, while
the general business has begun to improve. As stated in our
former report, only the existence of exorbitant and unreason-
able suburban rates would under such conditions justify a re-
adjustment which should cause a material reduction in revenue.
And it is not claimed that the suburban rates are exorbitant.
It is admitted that they are “ in no case extravagantly high and
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in some instances low.” But it is urged that they are marked
by inequalities and create improper discriminations. It is a
recognized principle that, however the rule may be among men
conducting purely private enterprises, carriers of passengers
are justly required, in dealing with the public, to afford as far
as possible equal facilities and privileges to all persons; and
accordingly every effort that can fairly be made should be made
to bring about as soon as may be the nearest practicable
approach to uniformity in railroad rates and methods.

Various plans for improving the methods now in use for the
issue and sale of tickets have been presented. One plan sug-
gests an average rate of fare per mile in the suburban district
based upon the average cost per mile of operation. Much can
be said in favor of this as an equitable proposition, but its
adoption would result in the immediate increase of fares in
many instances. Another plan recommends the season or time
ticket to the exclusion of trip tickets, as affording the best
basis for securing the lowest rate of fare in accordance with
recognized business principles. In theory this is attractive,
but in experience such tickets, in comparison with the trip
ticket, owing to the untransferable character of the former and
the possible loss from non-use, have proved unpopular with a
large class of the travelling public. The doing away with all
tickets except a single ticket, to be issued in small or large
quantities but at substantially the same price, is another propo-
sition.

It is obvious that, in considering the adoption of a remedy,
attention must be given to existing conditions and the extent
and nature of the evil. The average rate of suburban fares
per mile upon the different lines is as follows :

Boston & Maine, |0 0138
New York, New Haven & Hartford 0130
Boston & Albany, 0122
Fitchburg, 0085

While there is here shown quite a difference between the
Fitchburg rate and that of the other three railroads, there is
otherwise an approach to substantial uniformity in these aver-
ages. Inequalities in fares in particular instances are found to
exist as between different railroads and also between the sev-
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eral divisions of consolidated systems. These differences and
inequalities are readily explainable from the varying conditions
that have attended the development of the different railroads.
They are acknowledged to be the outgrowth of the policies
adopted in the past in railroad management in meeting competi-
tion, and in making concessions from time to time for business
reasons to one and another community. But marked dissimi-
larities are found as well in the character of the suburban busi-
ness of the four railroads. The amount of mileage, the density
of traffic and the relative bearing of the suburban upon the
whole traffic are all varying quantities. The earnings show
more favorable results in one case than in another. The great
problem, however, of the present and future of the suburban
business of the railroads is the competition with electric street
railways. These railways, parallelling more and more the
railroad lines, are growing in number and power. The older
competition between railroads that tended to bring about in
many instances the present inequalities and which to some
extent is still active has been replaced in large part by this
more effective and far-reaching competition, the result of which
is of necessity felt by the railroads in unequal degree.

These dissimilarities in conditions are disturbing factors in
the attempt to secure at present a uniformity of rates and
methods by general regulation. In view of this and of the present
unsettled state of affairs, we believe it wise for a while longer
to await action by the railroads towards securing greater uni-
formity and a better system of fares in the suburban district.
This matter must of necessity receive their attention in con-
nection with the urgent reasons for adopting measures that will
insure a successful conduct of suburban business. There is
ground for believing that there are at work agencies which will
in the near future lead to the placing of the suburban business
upon a more satisfactory basis, and one that may separate it
more completely from the long-distance and through traffic.

There were called to our attention a few marked cases of
inequalities existing upon the different divisions of the same
railroad system, which we believe can be promptly remedied
to a greater or less extent. It is reasonable to expect an effort
in this direction without further delay on the part of the com-
panies. Should no action be taken by them, the statutes afford
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an opportunity for bringing these cases individually before the
Board, when they can be dealt with independent of other
complications.

The discussion of mileage books is naturally connected with
that of a uniform rate per mile throughout the State, for a
proper consideration of which we have suggested in the opening
of this report a further opportunity for inquiry.

Workingmen’s Trains
The subject of workingmen’s trains was brought up at the

hearings before the Board. The statutes of the Commonwealth
already clothe the Board with authority to determine the hours
at which morning and evening trains of this character shall be
run. It was claimed that there was need of more than one
such train in the morning and evening. By the introduction
of a few words into the statute the authority to determine not
only the hour but the number of trains could be granted to the
Board, and the necessity for such trains be determined upon
application of the parties interested.

JAMES F. JACKSON,
GEORGE W. BISHOP,
HERSEY B. GOODWIN.

Railroad Commissioners.


